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A 4 mile walk around Partridge Green
Posted on November 5, 2017

So this short Sussex walk starts and finishes in Littleworth. Which is just a little north of Partridge
Green in West Sussex.

I found the walk listed originally via the Windmill Inn.  The walk can start and finish from the pub
and we popped in for a Sunday lunch after the walk and it was excellent.

The walk is listed as 6.5 miles, but there’s a really nice obvious and easy tweak that you can
make to it, to bring it in just under 4.

I’ll list out the steps from the walk here up until i
change it to shorten.  But if you want to do the full
walk then here is the link again.

1. From the road junction with Mill Lane in
Littleworth, walk south for 50 yards and turn left
on to the enclosed footpath between houses.
Keep direction along the rise and fall of the path
among scrub for 300 yards, descending to cross
a stream and crossing a plank bridge. In a sloping
field, turn right to the corner, climbing left up the
rising hedgeline. In 100 yards, cross a stile on the
right and turn left along the hedgeline for 250
yards to the field corner. Pass through metal
gates to a three-way junction in woodland and
turn right. On clearing the tree-cover, in a short
distance, continue over an open field, along a
right hedgeline to a crossing bridleway (Reeds
Lane). Climb to the top of the field ahead, to a
stile. Take the enclosed, descending path to the
minor road beside Dunstan’s Farm and turn right
along the pavement.

2. In 100 yards cross the road, with care, to the edge of the recreation ground at Partridge Green.
Pass a reedy pond, keeping to the left edge of the grounds and at the far left corner, in 300 yards,
pass through a stile into a field. Take a half-left line across the trodden path to a hedge corner in
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200 yards. Just past the corner, locate a right turn in the hedge, take this and continue along the
right hedgeline. In 150 yards, note the footpath sign on the right and turn half-left, as signed,
across the field to the corner and a footbridge. Pass ahead through the scrub to walk by the side
of a sewage works. At the end of the works take the track ahead, ignoring the right turning. In a
few yards, turn right to arrive in 100 yards at the Downs Link path.

3. At the Downs Link Path turn right and walk up the road till you come to the lovely Stan’s Bike
Shack.  Great coffee and lovely lakes, quite timely as you’re about half way.  From here on it’s
pretty straight forward, which if the troops are starting to rebel is useful.  Turning right, walk
alongside the road  up, through the outskirts of Partridge Green for about a mile.  You’ll go past
two cracking looking pubs if you can resist them, the Partridge, a Dark Star pub, and the Green
Man.  After the Green Man about 100 yards or so, turn right through kissing gates to pass across
the end of a recreation ground. At the right corner, continue on an enclosed path ignoring a left
turn, to arrive back at the road through Littleworth. Turn left up the road to arrive at the road
junction in 300 yards, to where your lunch at the Windmill awaits.
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A collection of the walks I inflict on
my family
Posted on November 4, 2017

I’m always dragging my family on walks.  And it’s always difficult to find ones which aren’t too
short and aren’t too long.  So I end up tweaking routes to be just right.  I’d thought I’d start
collecting them in case anyone else wanted to do them as well.
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